
 

SESSION 3
 
STRATEGIES TO AUGMENT TSUNAMI
MONITORING: OFFSHORE STATIONARY
MARITIME INFRASTRUCTURE
DIODAR to conduct research and pilot program to build an
application utilising laser technology for an underwater early
warning tsunami system.



INTRODUCTION

Most tsunamis are triggered by sudden displacements of the seabed during
earthquakes however a Tsunami can also be generated by volcanic eruptions,
landslides and underwater explosions.
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DIODAR's vision is to utilise abnormal
movements in underwater sensors to
trigger an alarm to the communications
satellite. 



INTRODUCTION
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Theory: To predict tsunami hazards in real time, a laser using a a point-to-point hybrid fibre to
invisible laser system transmitted to a network of underwater Photo Diode receivers that are
attached to the sea bed could detect irregular movement and provide a high speed
communication source faster than existing early warning systems.

Tsunami velocity is dependent on the depth of water through which it travels Tsunamis travel
approximately 700 kmph in 4000 m depth of sea water.
 
The velocity drops to about 36 kmph at 10 m of water depth which cause damage near the shore.



SEA TO COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE
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More reliable forecasts can therefore be issued to coastal residents earlier in the event of a destructive tsunami by
the transmission of laser to the satellite, then in turn back across the telecommunications public networks via
sms.  
 
Event driven communication is a very powerful method for handling serial port interaction. 
When a character arrives or an abnormal change occurs in the Carrier Detect (CD) or Request to Send (RTS) lines
then a communications alarm is triggered immediately. 
 
Research into “DIODAR” underwater micro controller technology - sea bed Diodes connected via Fibre / Laser
simulating satellite to land communication—allows the data to stream in almost real time back to the network
where it can be processed and used in early warning systems.



CONCLUSION
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Requires research modelling and funding for a pilot program (stage 1)  
 

Funding to deploy underwater infrastructure to cover entire region (stage 2)  
 

Maintenance of infrastructure could be carried out with DIODAR underwater lifi
communications system that could also couple as a communications tool for oil rig
maintenance and other underwater communication applications.
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